The VT AT School Swap, www.vermont.atschoolswap.com is a secure website and database that permits descriptive listings of assistive technology to be entered, edited, removed and searched. Registered users can manage their own listings. The VT AT School Swap is part of The Vermont Assistive Technology Reuse Project. The Reuse Project is housed within the Vermont Assistive Technology Program (VATP). VATP does not profit from the sale or exchange of listed devices.

The VT AT Reuse Project in Vermont does not warrant the condition or terms of sale of any device listed on the website. The VT AT Reuse Project in Vermont shall not be liable for any claims, liabilities, damages, losses, costs, expenses (including but not limited to settlements, judgments, court costs and reasonable attorney's fees), fines and penalties arising out of any actual or alleged injury, loss, or damage of any nature whatsoever in connection with the sale or use of any device purchased, sold, loaned, traded or reutilized under the VT AT Reuse Project.

It is the responsibility of the registered, authorized user who lists a device to provide accurate and detailed information about the device's specifications and condition to any potential buyer or acquirer. It is understood that authorized representatives from each school, district, or supervisory union will maintain accurate listings with timely management of inquiries and transactions. Federal reporting requirements and validity of your school reports depend on this accuracy. The role of the AT Reuse Project in Vermont is limited to sharing approved information, managing listings, and collecting generic data that does not personally identify students.

The VT AT Reuse Project in Vermont reserves the right to edit or refuse registrations and listings based on the information submitted by a user. No personally identifiable information appears in the listings unless the user includes it. If your listing is published in other media or formats (such as newsletters, handouts, websites, etc.), only your choice of identification and an Item ID number will be used.

In the event you experience a problem with any transaction arising from the VT AT Reuse Project, you agree to hold harmless the State of Vermont, the Assistive Technology Program, partners and their grantees, successors and assignees.